Abstruct-A significant number of scientific and economic problems is characterised by a large number of interrelated variables. But with larger variable number, the domain under consideration may grow fast, so that analyses and reasoning become increasingly difficult. Graphical models allow to represent the combined distributions compactly and are suitable for dealing with uncertain and incomplete information.
is characterised by a large number of variables. But with larger variable number, the domain under consideration may grow fast. so that analyses and reasoning become increasingly difficult. Sophisticated preprocessing techniques often help to reduce the dimensionality of the input space, but may not always be sufficient.
Other solutions are based on performing decomposition. They try to deal with this problcm by making use of (conditional) independence between variables and work with lower dinicnsional subdoma)ns. The use of graphical models [I], [2] . [3]. [4] such as Bayesian networks [5] and Markov networks [6] for representing probability distributions, as well as possibilistic networks [7] in order to represent possibility distributions. exemplifies this approach.
We already have been presented with many successful applications in the field of knowledge representation and reasoning with inference networks, e.g. HUGIN [8] and POSSlNFER [9] . More recent research has also brought advances in data-driven generation of such networks [IO] , [l 11. Using this method a network can be learned from databases that sunimarise information required for dcaling with the given problem.
However, one can not always rely on all relevant data to become available at the same time. Yet, in many applications and especially in planning, it is advantageous to have models available as early as possible, even if results are rough in the beginning.
Consider for example a newsagcnt working in a popular coastal holiday area, who wants to order their merchandisc for a certain week. The demand for newspapers o f diffcrcnt type will vary, depending on prcfercnces, size and composition of current tourist population. At an early stage most of the available infomiation will rcfer to variables like school holidays, hotel capacity or reservation status. Moreover, the newsagent may have access to data about comparable situations in earlier years. But reliable data about weather in the week they are planning for should hardiy be obtainable. A graphical model generated from these sources may already produce rough estimates. Based on these estimates, even though probably not very accuratc, the newsagent ordcrs books and magazines (rcpeatcd orders for these itenis arc possible if necessary). Also, thcre is word about a new type of rapidly growing algae that has appeared in some arcas of the coast.
As the week to be planned for approaches, more data becomes available: the tourist department publishes statistics about the current season and how algae density affects tourism. Since our newsagent might be interested in the effect of this formerly unknown factor. they alter their model and supplement it with the additional data provided by thc tourist department. At this point it would be convenient if a representation of the new influence could be integrated into the existing model without losing the benefits of any previously cntered scttings.
Finally, oniy a short time in advance, the dailies are to be ordered. By then thc newsagent will require very detailed information about their customer spectrum and behaviour. Using observations from previous days, providing this information should prove not much of problem though. In our example scenario the model has become very accurate by now.
We have just seen some of the problems typically associated with planning problems, namely interrelated variables (hotel reservations, school holidays) uncertain and incomplete information, especially in the pieces of evidence that address different subsets of the parameter values that are subject to change (tounst comintegration of previously unobserved influcnces (algae) delayed availability of relevant facts. While standard inferencc nctworks aiready provide good solutions with respect to the first three issues, solving the remaining problcms requires sonic additional attention. All three of these points arc akin in that they refer to altcrations in an alrcady cxisting modcl [12].
A transition from static models to adaptable ones that can be supplemented or altered as the necessity arises, can enable us to deal with this situation. Thus it would be rewarding to provide data-fusion techniques. Our work refers to the problem of item planning and calculation of part demand in the automotive industry. It was part of a project called EPL (Eigenschaftsplanung, item planning) [ 131, which was aimed at developing a supportive tool for the mentioned tasks.
I f . ITEM PIANKING IN T€IE VOLKSWAGEN GROUP
The problem of item planning and the closely related calculation of part demand in automobile production usually have to be solved several wccks or even a couple of months in advance, so that it is possible to adjust logistics and distribution of production resources accordingly. Nevcrthcless, unforeseen events or additional information may require reviewing earlier results. Therefore item planning has to be seen as an iterative process.
In order to best meet customers needs, the Volkswagen Group follows a marketing strategy based on highly adaptable car models. The customer is offered choice between several alternatives for each item of equipment. Also there may be adaptations for local markets, e.g. right hand drive variants for the UK. This strategy leads to a very large numbcr of possible item combinations. But, because of technical, lcgal or simply practical issues, not every imaginable variant will represent a valid, functional and profitable product.
This special situation has to bc considcrcd when calculating part demand. The traditional approach of multiplying variant specific dcmand with estimated variant frequency and adding up over all fabricated variants, requircs the number of possible variants to be low. Therefore this method cannot be applied here. Fortunately it is viable to identify short characteristic item combinations which are sufficient to determine whether a specific part is required in a car or not. So instead of working with complete variant specifications, the problem of parts demand calculation can be reduced to estimating the frequency of these characteristic combinations alone. In our application the numbcr of item combinations for calculating part demand was about 100000 per vehicle class.
At Volkswagcn, each automobile modcl. e.g. Golf V, is described by a set of variables called item families. In thc case of Golf V thc number of these item families well cxcceds 200. To address a spccific variant of a model, each item family is associated with exactly one alphanumeric code that denotes the precise item to be implemented. To reflect the relations between item families, the item distribution over all variants is modelled using a Markov network. This approach allows the high-dimensional probability distribution to be decomposed, using some item families or groups of item fainilies to be (conditionally) independent from one another. The engine type. for instance, can be expected to be strongly related to thc type of gcar, but knowlcdge about it presuniably does not tell much about interior colour. Also, the prcsencc of hcatcd front seats may require a more powerful gcnerator to be installed.
A. Dutu Sources to be considered:
In the project EPL several major information sources had a system of rules, derived from:
-technical restrictions -laws according to local jurisdiction -economic issues -local market requirements -capacity restrictions samples from historical production data analyscs on market trends changes in item palette Thc rules system provides a description of thc (automobik) model as used by the sales department. It is required to restrict the model to those variants, that represent valid products. The rules system is relational in nature and describes sets of items from different families that must or must not occur together. Currently it consists of circa 10000 technical rules and even more sales-oriented ones.
Data about past production can under certain conditions be used for cstimating demand. But the sample should be carefully selected. as the data does not always represent market demand. For example, special offers and temporarily capacity restrictions can influence the statistics significantly. If an appropriatc sampk is found, it can be used to initialise the model.
Another data source are analyses of market trends. They arc provided by extemal tools or expert.;. The experts may also specify additional knowledge or estimates based on sources inacccssiblc to the system. After resolving any dctcctablc contradictions the information can be integrated into the model. As an illustration one could, for instance. think of a newly introduced tax on certain fuels that causes a market's prcfercnce to shift from one motor type to a difl'erent one. Data on past production cannot reflect this, but experts could probably provide good predictions for the changes in future demand with respect to motor type. Finally one has to consider occasional changes in the item palette. This may lead to some item combinations to become invalid or previously impossible ones to become valid. Such events require the model to be adapted using revision and updating operators (see IV-A and IV-B).
RFPRFSENTATION AND RETRIEVAL
EPL employs a model of the joined probability distribution over all item families. Assume we had 200 item families with each of them having only two alternative values (in fact there may be up to loo), then we would end up with 2"' > 10' ' possible combinations. A direct representation would be infeasible, not to mention time required to perform any calculations on such a model. Instead of that, thc distribution is represented by a Markov nctwork, where the original probability distribution is specified by a family of distributions on the cliques of a conditional independence graph with hypcrtrec structure.
A. hfodel initiulisutitin
The task of finding an appropriate decomposition usually rcquires searching the space of possible graphs. Algorithms have been presented for both probabilistic [ 141 and possibilistic networks [lo] . [HI. However. in our case, w c can takc advantage of the prior knowledge given by the rules system. Instcad of testing a large number of possible independence graphs. a model structure is generated directly from the rules system. Because the rules wcrc originally designed to covcr relevant dependances it is reasonable to assume that most, if not all of the important interactions are represented in the rulebase. Thus variables that often occur together in the rulebase can be expected to have a complex structure of interaction. If such variables are assigned to the Same clique the information about their interaction will be preserved in a local distribution of the resulting network. In constrast absence of such rules suggests that no direct relation betwecn those variables exists.
Given the structure. we also have to learn the local distributions on the cliqucs (hyperedges in thc corresponding hypergraph) thcmsclvcs. In approximation, the rcquircd information can be extracted from the examples in the historic database.
The problcm of clique sizc ought to be givcn additional attention here, since the benefit of decomposition depends on the cliqucs to bccome suiliciently small to handle. If the rule structure does not lead to a suitable model structure one can try dropping some of the less important rules. This is equivalent to introducing additional independence assumptions and can lead to simpler, but less accurate models.
R. Applicution of the Svstetn
Once the model has been generated, it can be used to support planners in dccision making. Dcpcnding on what tasks arc to be performed one can choose opcmtions for acccssing or altering the state of the model. Common queries simply refer to marginalizations of the represented dism-bution. If there is at least one clique that contains all the variables that are concerned, the desired edge distribution can be retrieved by simply marginalizing the local distribution in that clique. But even if this does not apply, the distribution can be obtained by combining dintributions from multiple cliques using the independence relations described in the graphical component of the model.
C. fixusing
Another important aspect is the simulation of possible scenarios, e.g. possible versions for market development. but also situations like capacity restrictions or supply shortage. The relevant operation is called focusing. Focusing [ 121 can be achicved by performing any kind of evidence-driven conditioning on a set of input variables and propagating the information.
The planncr then can observe, how the distributions for other variables and their combinations are affected.
Instantiation of variables, as it is usually implemented in diagnostic tools. can be considered a special case of this operation, with all thc probability mass assigned to one value pcr given variable.
At the user intcrface the probabilities retrieved from thc modcl are being rcinterpretcd in terms of relative frcqucncy. Providcd thc total numbcr of cars to be produced is available, absolute numbers are shown as well. This alternative prcscntation can help those users, who do not have a background in statistics or probability theory.
By combining multiple requests it is cvcn possible to implement wildcards or groups of possible variable combinations to be handled together, allowing queries like: "What number of cars will be of either blue or green colour'?''. In addition to that the interface can be used to introduce a context, e.g. request the percentage of cars equipped with sunroof among those that have cruise control and additional airbags installed. This is achieved by calculating a conditional probability from both a rcqucst concerning thc combination from the context (hcrc: cruisc control and airbags) alone and anothcr one for all of the itcms combined.
Iv. BELIEF CUANGF IN MARKOV NETWORKS
As indicated before, it is sometimes necessary to adapt the model to recent knowledge. 
A. Revision
Revision is thc alteration of thc representcd distribution within the frame of an existing model structure, i.e. although the frequency of item combinations may be changed in the revision process, it is required that the state of forbidden item combinations does not do so. The operation is based on the principle of minimal change. Revision is perfomied by locally introducing edge distributions into the Markov network. Like with focusing, the local modifications of distributions are propagated. But in contrast to the operations used in retricval. the changes made during revision arc permanent, as the modified clique distributions rcplacc those already stored in the modcl. The alterations to the modcl are the least ones required to integrate the new settings. Therefore most of the probabilistic interaction structure already represented in the model is preserved.
If multiple local distributions have to be changed, the desired revision is achieved by propagating the settings one after another. Since any local change may affect other areas in the model, processing one of the settings may well invalidate part of the models adaptations to previous settings in the sequence. However, by iterating the process the model can often converge to a state of stable compromisc consistent with all settings.
Still, if the listed settings are in conflict with each other or affect completely forbidden item combinations. it will remain unstdblc and equilibrium cannot bc rcachcd. In thc first casc this is due to an external conflict (thcrc can be no consistent, accurate and complctc model for contradictory cvidencc), in the lattcr the updating opcrator can be cmploycd.
B. Updutitg
The idea of revision is to reassign probability mass in such a way that the original probability distribution is preserved as much as possible. If the total probability assigned to an item is reduced and no further settings apply. all combinations with this item will have their probability reduced, yct their ratio will be prescrvcd. A problcm occurs. howevcr, if probability mass is supposed to bc assigned to an item combination currently associated with a rate of zero. Since the probability of all extended item combinations has to be zcro as well, no information about their ratios can be derived. The updating operation avoids this problem by asking the user for a reference combination. Since the intended users are experts for their domain, they should be able to provide such a combination from experience. Thc missing information on probabilistic interaction structures is simply copied from the refcrencc Combination.
Restricting on a subset of the variables allows each uscr to focus on their domain of cxpcrtise. whilc the graphical model handles global consequences caused by local changes in the distribution.
v. DEALING WI'I'H ~N<'C)NSISl ENCY
The input provided by a user consists of a list of settings. Each setting specifies an estimated rate for an item combination or a set of itcm combinations. From the user's point of vicw, it would be convenient if any setting entcrcd could be succcssfully integrated. However there can bc settings or combinations of settings that, if acccpted, would violatc model consistency. The following demonstrates an inconsistent set of inputs:
1) 30% of the production will have radio type A 2) 60% of the production will have radio type B 3) 30% of the production will have a navigation system on 4) 50% of the cars equipped with a navigation system will The first two settings are consistent with each other, provided that there is at least one additional value for %die" type to which the remaining 10% of cars can be allocated. The third statement does not rcfer to radio typc at all, so it is h l l y compatible with the previous ones. However, when adding the final statement, a contradiction becomes apparent: half of thc cars having a navigation system represent 15% of the total production. But in this case we would assign radios for 105% of the total production. Since every car must have exactly one value for radio ("none" being a valid variable value), this is a contradiction, leading to unsuccessful revision or updating operations.
The first step in dealing with inconsistcncies is to detect them. But this is not always casily accomplished. As illustrated in thc examplc, thc prescncc of inconsistcncy may not be board have radio type C Additionally, in rcvision no probability mdSS must be assigned to prcviously forbidden itcm combinations. Thus the current modcl itself has to be regardcd. Fortunately revision and updating operations can help identify and localise inconsistency. However, if the operations are not carried out successfully. they will require a considerable amount of computation. Thcrcfore it would bc dcsirablc to detect inconsistcnt settings beforehand. Moreover, if inconsistent settings arc found they can be modified to resolve the contradiction. Si ncc comprehensively testing for consistency can be very complex itself, a compromise between the amount of preprocessing provided and the cost caused by undetected inconsistency is required.
In the EPL data, most of thc inconsistcncy can bc found by relatively siniplc means. Subsct relations provide a good approach to testing. Any variant that matches the item combination (engine A, gear C , battery F) will also match (engine A) alone. Therefore the rate assigned to the abbreviated combination must be greater or equal to the rate for the more specific tuple. Also, if thcre was a further combination (engine A, battcry E) the minimum ratc for (engine A ) would havc to be increased by the rate of that second combination. This is due to battcry typc E and F being mutually exclusive. The maximum rate (1.0 if no further information is available) for (engine A) can be used to calculate upper boundaries for thc frequency of the more specific item combinations. Finally the distribution of probability mass within the item families can lead to even more restrictive boundaries. For the revision operation, we also have to ensure that the settings in thc input do not assign a positiw ratc to previously forbidden item combinations. Therefore we obtain additional restrictions from the existing model. Whenever a new setting is to be tested. it will be initialised with the restrictions from the model. I f the rate specified by the setting is outside the interval, the setting will either be rejected completely ordepending on the uscr's prcfcrcnce -bc modified. We then build up a data structure that rcprescnts thc itcm combinations the setting refers to, their indicated rate. and the references to the previous scttings with respect to the subset dation. In the next step the rate boundaries arc modified using the information from the related settings.
By convention the settings arc processed in the order of their priority. In case of conflict, the Lcss important setting is modified or if necessary completely rejected. When altering a setting. thc target rate will be set to the nearest possiblc rate, i.c. one of the two boundarics.
VI. SOFI-WARC DEVCLOPMCN'I The already mentioned project EPL was initiated in 2001 by Corporate IT. Sales. and Logistics of the Volkswagen Group. The aim was to establish for all trademarks a common item planning systcm that reflects the modelling approach based on Markov nctworks.
System design and most of the implementation work of EPL is currently done by Corporate IT. The mathematical modelling, theoretical problem solving, and the dewlopment of efficient algorithms, extended by the implementation of a new sothvare library called MARNEJ (MARkov NEhvorks in Java) for the representation and the abovementioned functionalities on Markov networks have been entirely provided by ISC Gebhardt.
The worldwide rollout of the system EPL to all ti-ddcmarks of thc Volkswagen Group will be realized during the year 2004. Up to 15 system developers implement the client-server architecture in Java. The planned configuration uses 6 to 8 Hcwlett Packard machines with 4 Intel ltanium #-Bit CPUs and 4 GB of main memory each, and a terabyte storage device. The system is running Linux and an Oracle database system.
